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Abstract
Transmembrane translocation of C60 fullerenes functionalized by the single amino-derivative in neutral and charged forms was
studies by extensive all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. It is shown that these complexes exhibit very strong affinity to
the membrane core, but their spontaneous translocation through the membrane is not possible at practical time scale. In
contrast, free amino derivatives translocate through the membrane much easier than their complexes with fullerenes, but do
not have pronounced affinity to the membrane interior. Our results suggest that monofunctionalized C60 could be extremely
efficient membrane targeting agents, which facilitate accumulation of the water-soluble compounds in the hydrophobic core of
lipid bilayer.
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Introduction

Nanomedicine, a combined multidisciplinary
approach using nanotechnology in biomedical
studies, is becoming very popular in recent years
(Caruthers et al. 2007, Jain 2009, Riehemann et al.
2009). A wide range of nanomaterials, such as lipo-
somes (Gregoriadis 1988, Rolland 1993, Torchilin
2006), polymeric micelles (Nishiyama and Kataoka
2006), metallic or metal oxide nanoparticles (Shi et al.
2007) and carbon-based nanoparticles like functiona-
lized nanotubes (Klumpp et al. 2006, Prato et al.
2008) and fullerenes (Brettreich and Hirsch 1998,
Brettreich et al. 2000, Burghardt et al. 2005, Partha
and Conyers 2009b) is used in nanomedicine mainly
for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes. The fuller-
enes, and especially the most popular C60 cage made
of 60 carbon atoms, are among the best studied
nanoparticles nowadays. Their nanometer size and
exceptional physical and chemical properties (Da Ros
and Prato 1999) make them perfectly suitable for
biomedical applications upon proper chemical mod-
ifications. The solubility, size, and charge of fullerene

can be triggered by chemical modifications and, thus,
create novel nanoparticles with specific chemical
properties. For instance, C60, being hydrophobic,
is poorly soluble in water (less than 0.1 ng.l-1)
and displays a strong tendency for aggregation
(Sivaraman et al. 1992, Ruoff et al. 1993). Various
surface functionalizations (–OH, –COOH, –NH2)
(Da Ros and Prato 1999) have been used to increase
its solubility up to 34 mg.l-1 (Brettreich and Hirsch
1998). By changing their surface chemistry (Hirsch
2010), fullerene derivatives also become attractive for
various biological applications, and are currently
investigated as effective anti-HIV, antitumor and
antimicrobial agents, as well as enzyme inhibitors
(Bosi et al. 2003b, Bakry et al. 2007, Nielsen et al.
2008, Nakamura and Mashino 2009, Partha and
Conyers 2009a). So far, it has been shown that
water-soluble fullerene derivatives, namely carboxyl-
ated and hydroxylated C60 have antibiotic activity
(Mashino et al. 1991, Bosi et al. 2003b,
Aoshima et al. 2009, Nakamura and Mashino 2009).
Functionalization of fullerenes aimed at drug deliv-

ery application is another active field of research
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(Partha and Conyers 2009b). The hydrophobic
nature of the fullerenes and their affinity to the mem-
branes makes them promising drug carriers, which
can transport polar or charged compounds into the
cells. Particularly, amphiphilic fullerenes and their
supramolecular complexes (‘buckysomes’) are very
promising vectors that can deliver drugs to specific
sites (Partha et al. 2008). Carboxyfullerenes, functio-
nalized with malonic acid, were shown to be effective
neuroprotective antioxidants in vitro and in vivo
(Dugan et al. 1997). The toxicity of fullerene-
based nanoparticles is mostly caused by their affinity
to the membranes, which may cause membrane dis-
ruption (Cusan et al. 2002). It is shown that mono-
functionalized C60 derivatives are much less toxic
than multifunctionalized compounds (Bosi et al.
2003a). Lower toxicity makes monofunctionalized
fullerenes more attractive as drug vectors even if it
comes at the cost of lower water solubility.
Although the interactions of the fullerenes with the

membrane are simulated for a long time (Bedrov et al.
2008) only a few studies were devoted to characterize
the molecular mechanisms of the cellular uptake of
functionalized fullerenes. Recently, translocation of
C60(OH)n from water to di-palmitoyl-phosphatidyl-
choline (DPPC) bilayer was studied by means of
atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
(Qiao et al. 2007, D’Rozario et al. 2009). It was
shown that neat fullerene and its (OH)n derivatives
with n < = 10 easily enter the membrane, while
C60(OH)20 remains in the aqueous phase. In our
previous works, we studied interactions of C60 func-
tionalized by different number of cationic amino
derivatives CCNCCOCCOCCNH3

+ (referred as
DR hereon, see Figure 1) with model lipid mem-
branes (Kraszewski et al. 2011). Three main results
issued from this work can be drawn. First, we showed
that C60 appears to greatly enhance the uptake of the
cationic groups by the membrane. Second, we argued
that the amino derivatives should be deprotonated at
the lipid headgroup level in order to fully translocate
the membrane by passive diffusion. Finally, the full-
erenes bearing too many cationic groups display
mostly a hydrophilic character; thus, the lipophilic
fullerene core is not anymore effective as an insertion
enhancer.
Despite these efforts there are no reliable estimates

of the rate of transmembrane translocation of
functionalized fullerenes. Particularly, the energy pro-
files of such translocation were computed in our
previous works on the semi-quantitative level only
(Kraszewski et al. 2011) and needs to be improved.
The influence of the charge of the functionalization
groups on the fullerenes translocation was not studied
systematically. However, this could have a high

importance for their clinical and biomedical
applications.
In this work, we performed a more comprehensive

study of transmembrane translocation of the C60 ful-
lerene functionalized by the single DR amino deriva-
tive, in order to reveal the role of each partners (the
‘drug’ and the ‘vector’) at the membrane interface. We
consider translocation of free DR molecules in neutral
(DR) and cationic (DR+) forms as well as respective
C60-DR and C60-DR+ functionalized fullerenes. These
compounds can serve as simple models of neutral and
charged cargo molecules used in biomedical applica-
tions. It can also reveal the precise role of protonation/
deprotonation mechanism at the membrane interface.
This work aims at obtaining the energy profiles of
translocation of C60-DR and C60-DR+ molecules
through the model membrane, estimating their trans-
location rates and revealing an influence of functiona-
lization charge on these parameters.

Methods

All MD simulations were performed in NAMD soft-
ware version 2.9 (Phillips et al. 2005) using
CHARMM 27 force field (MacKerell et al. 1998).
A switching scheme for Van-der-Waals interactions
was used with the switching distance of 8 Å and the
cut-off distance of 11 Å. Electrostatic interactions
were computed explicitly within the cut-off distance
of 11 Å. For longer distances, the PME method was

A B

Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of the CCNCCOC-
COCCNH3

+ group (amino derivative DR+). (B) The C60 fullerene
functionalized by DR+ group. This Figure is reproduced in colour
in Molecular Membrane Biology online.
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used (Darden et al. 1993). All simulations were
performed in the NPT ensemble at 300 K using
Langevin dynamics with damping coefficient of
0.1 ps and the Nosé-Hoover barostat with a period
of 200 fs and a decay time of 100 fs. An integration
time step of 2 fs was used.
The model bilayer consisted of 72 POPC lipids

(36 in each leaflet) solvated by 3670 water molecules.
This corresponds to ~ 51 water molecules per lipid,
which is enough for full hydration of the studied
bilayer. Pre-equilibrated bilayer from our previous
work (Kraszewski et al. 2011) was used.
The force field for C60 fullerene and the cationic

amino derivative DR were developed in our previous
papers (Kraszewski et al. 2011) (Figure 1). The neu-
tral form of DR was obtained by modifying atomic
charges of the NH3 aminogroup in order to make it
neutral without explicitly removing the proton.
The umbrella sampling technique was used to

compute the potentials of mean force (PMFs) of
translocating C60-DR and C60-DR+ complexes as
well as DR and DR+ through the membrane. This
method belongs to the family of ‘non-equilibrium
MD’ techniques, which allow observing the phenom-
ena, which do not happen spontaneously on the time
scale of simulation. Particularly in our case an exter-
nal biasing potential is applied to keep the fullerene in
particular positions inside the membrane. The har-
monic biasing potential with the force constant of
2 kcal/mol was applied to the center of mass of C60

in C60-DR and C60-DR+ complexes and to the center
of masses of the molecule in the case of DR and DR+.
The biasing potential was applied only in Z dimen-
sion, i.e., the direction perpendicular to the mem-
brane plane and centered at discrete points
distributed along Z axis in 1 Å intervals. This pro-
duced 43 umbrella sampling windows spanning from
the center of bilayer (Z = 0 Å) to bulk water through
the upper membrane leaflet (Z > 40 Å). The PMFs
were computed using the weighted histogram tech-
nique implemented in WHAM software (http://mem-
brane.urmc.rochester.edu/content/wham).
The diffusion coefficients of the permeants in Z

direction were computed as

D z
RT

F z t F z dt

( )
( )

( , ) ( , )

=
⋅

∞

∫

2

0
0Δ Δ

where DF(z,t) is the difference between the instanta-
neous force and mean force F z t( , ) acting on the
permeant. Diffusion coefficients were computed in
several selected umbrella sampling windows where
the sampling was extended to 20 ns.

Results

The PMFs for all four studied systems are shown
in Figure 2. In the case of free DR/DR+molecules, the
shape of the energy profiles depends strongly on the
charge state of compound. Neutral DR molecules
exhibit a strong affinity for the hydrophobic core of
the membrane. There, a wide energy well located in
the region of the hydrocarbon tails of the lipids occurs
with the maximal depth of 6.1 kcal/mol. In contrast,
charged DR+ molecules exhibit energy well of
7.3 kcal/mol in the region of the lipid carbonyl groups
and display a large energy barrier in the center of
bilayer. The height of this barrier respectively to the
energy well was 14.2 kcal/mol. These results could be
explained easily taking into account the amphiphilic
nature of the charged DR+ molecule. The pyrrole
group on one end of the molecule was hydrophobic
while charged protonated aminogroup NH3

+ on the
other end was strongly hydrophilic. As a result, the
translocation of DR+ through the hydrophobic core of
bilayer implied moving charged aminogroup into
unfavorable environment, which caused the appear-
ance of a large energy barrier. In the case of neutral
DR form, the small polar NH2 group does not pro-
duce any significant energy barrier during the trans-
location. As a result, almost flat energy well is formed
in the center of bilayer.
The PMFs of C60-DR and C60-DR+ complexes

show that the fullerene leads to dramatic increase of
the energy well depth in the center of bilayer. How-
ever, the overall shape of the PMFs for functionalized
fullerenes follow the shape of the curves for corre-
sponding free DR andDR+ groups in the hydrophobic
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regions of the membrane. In the case of neutral C60-
DR the bottom of the energy well was rather rugged
but the largest energy barriers did not exceed 3 kcal/
mol.Maximal depth of the energy well reached 31 kcal/
mol. In the case of charged C60-DR+ the maximal
depth of the energy well was much smaller (24.6 kcal/
mol) while there was a pronounced barrier in the center
of bilayer with the height of 7.9 kcal/mol (measured
from the bottom of the energy well).
Since the DR group was rather extended and can

span the distance from the membrane center to the
lipid head groups easily, it was interesting to know the
orientation of DR and DR+ groups at different posi-
tions of C60 inside the membrane. Figures 3 and 4
show average positions of the centers of mass of C60

and the aminogroup of DR+ and DR in the course of
umbrella sampling simulations.
In the case of C60-DR+ (Figure 3) the position of

charged NH3
+ group fluctuated randomly until the

fullerene moves from the bulk water towards the
membrane. When C60 reached the level of lipid phos-
phate groups (Z = 22 Å) the NH3

+ group of DR+

binds to lipid heads. During subsequent motion of
C60 toward the bilayer center DR+ was oriented
outwards toward the polar lipid head groups.
In the case of C60-DR (Figure 4), the position of

neutral NH2 group also fluctuated randomly in bulk
water. However, it binds to the lipid head groups early at
Z = 36 Å while C60 was still located in bulk solvent.
Subsequent motion of C60 toward the membrane was
accompanied by simultaneous penetration ofNH2 group
deeper into the membrane core. WhenNH2 reached the
center of bilayer at Z = 0Å it began to fluctuate randomly
within the region of lipid hydrocarbon tails.
It is necessary to note that the functional group

may change its orientation in the membrane by

spontaneous flipping between ‘inward’ and ‘outward’
states. Only few such transitions were observed in
several umbrella sampling windows during our simu-
lations. Thus the characteristic time of such flipping
was larger than the simulation time (~v 20 ns) and
likely to be of the order of hundreds of nanoseconds.
Precise estimate of the flipping time requires much
longer dedicated simulations. It was shown that the
equilibrium in respect to orientation of extended
molecule in the lipid membrane was unlikely to be
reachable in all-atom simulations providing limited
computational power and time (Yesylevskyy et al.
2009). In principle, accounting flipping may increase
the height of the central energy barrier for charged
moieties C60-DR+ and DR+, but the qualitative pic-
ture of the translocation and the depths of the energy
wells were unlikely to change.
The diffusion coefficients of all studied species are

shown in Figure 5. In the hydrophobic region of
bilayer (Z = 0..20 Å) all diffusion coefficients are
surprisingly similar and fall into the range 3�10-12
to 7�10-12 m2/s. It is remarkable that large and bulky
C60 particles and small DR and DR+ molecules have
almost identical diffusion coefficients in this region.
In the region of the lipid head groups (Z = 20..30 Å)
the diffusion coefficient of DR increases up to 3�10-11
m2/s while the diffusion coefficients of all other
species remain the same as in the hydrophobic part
of the membrane. An abrupt increase of diffusion
coefficients for C60-DR+ and DR occurs in the
headgroup-water interface at Z = 35 Å and
Z = 30 Å, respectively. In contrast, the diffusion
coefficients of C60-DR and DR+ show gradual
increase when moving toward the water phase.
Thus there was no visible correlation between the
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charge and size of the permeating molecule and the
behavior of its diffusion coefficient in our simulations.
The permeability coefficient P is usually used to

characterize the transmembrane diffusion of various
compounds (Marrink and Berendsen 1994, 1996). In
the case of MD simulations the solubility-diffusion
model (Marrink and Berendsen 1994, 1996) is usually
applied to compute P. This model presumes that the
diffusion coefficient changes smoothly across themem-
brane from one bulk solution to the other and leads to
the following expression for P

P

R z dz
z d

=

>
∫

1

2

0
( )

/

where d is the effective membrane thickness, R(z) is
the membrane resistance computed as

R z
PMF z RT

D z
( )

exp ( ) /

( )
=

( )

where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature.
The solubility-diffusion model works very well for

small hydrophilic moieties like ions, water or small
charged molecules (Marrink and Berendsen 1994,
1996). The membrane imposes significant free energy
barrier for such molecules, which means that the
resistance R could be considered negligible in water
phase. Thus the integral in Equation 1 converges to
well-defined value, which is insensitive to the choice
of effective membrane thickness d. However, the
solubility-diffusion model fails to give reliable results
for hydrophobic molecules, particularly for fullerenes
and their derivatives (Fiedler and Violi 2010). For
such moieties the resistance inside the membrane is

smaller than in the water phase and the integral
in (Equation 1) becomes divergent and highly sensi-
tive to the integration limit d (Fiedler and Violi 2010).
Another difficulty comes from the very steep change
of the diffusion coefficient at the water-membrane
interface, which make the solubility-diffusion
approach not applicable in this region.
In our case the solubility-diffusion model could be

applied only in the hydrophobic region of the mem-
brane (Z = 0..30 Å), where the diffusion coefficient
changes smoothly for all permeants. The following
permeability coefficients were obtained in this region:
C60-DR+

– 5575 m/s, C60-DR – 45459 m/s, DR+
–

5.8�10-5, DR – 1.65 m/s. These permeability values
reflect only the mobility of the permeants inside the
membrane. High energy barriers, which should be
surmounted in order to escape from the membrane
interior, are not taken into account due to the limita-
tions of the solubility-diffusion model discussed
above. Thus, in order to estimate realistic relative
permeability for our compounds, another approach
was needed.
The problem of diffusion in highly inhomogeneous

media with rapidly changing diffusion coefficient was
addressed recently in several theoretical works. Partic-
ularly Monte-Carlo simulations with fixed steplength
were shown to be a promising computational method
for such systems (Ruiz Barlett et al. 2013). In contrast
to the solubility-diffusion model, this approach can
give convergent values of permeability despite abrupt
changes of diffusion coefficient at the membrane-
water interface. Unfortunately this technique does
not lead to simple analytical formulas and requires
numerical solution of the stochastic equations of
motion with specific treatment of the microscopic
transition probabilities, thus its application is beyond
the scope of this work.
It is evident from Figures 4 and 5 that the energy

wells in the PMFs are very high and the diffusion
coefficients of all compounds are of the same order of
magnitude up to the water-membrane interface. This
means that the translocation rates of all studied com-
pounds are limited by the highest energy barrier H,
which is present on the translocation pathway. This
allows using Arrhenius reaction rate theory as a rea-
sonable approximation. According to this approxima-
tion the characteristic translocation time is

t Ae

H
kBT

=
⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟⎟

−
−1

where A is an Arrhenius prefactor, kB is the Boltz-
mann constant, T is the absolute temperature. The
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choice of the Arrhenius prefactor is the most challeng-
ing problem. In our case, A is proportional to diffusion
coefficients of particular permeants, which are all of
the same order of magnitude inside the membrane
(Figure 5). Thus we can assume that Arrhenius pre-
factors for all studied compounds are also of the same
order of magnitude. This allows us obtaining the ratio
of characteristic translocation times as:

t t t t

H k T H k

C DR C DR DR DR

C DR B C DR

60 60

60 60

− − +

− + −

+

= ⎛
⎝
⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟

: : :

exp : exp BB

DR B DR B

T

H k T H k T

( )
( ) ( )+

:

exp : exp

where H are the highest energy barriers on the translo-
cation pathway for corresponding compound. The fol-
lowing values of H were obtained: H

C DR60
24 6

− + = .

Kcal/mol, HC DR60
31 0− = . Kcal/mol, H

DR+
=14 2.

Kcal/mol, HDR = 6 1. Kcal/mol. Corresponding ratio

of the translocation times is:

t t t t
C DR C DR DR DR

60 60

00 0 0

− + − +

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

: : :

. : . : . :1 1 1   6 5 1  3 3 1   18 1 3

These numbers can vary by several orders of magni-
tude due to various factors, which are neglected in
very rough Arrhenius approximation, however the
differences between them are so large that the qual-
itative figure will likely to be captured correctly.

Discussion

In this work, we obtained the PMFs of translocation
of mono-functionalized fullerenes as well as free
functional groups through the membrane. This allows
estimating efficiency of the fullerenes as the drug
delivery vectors or as targeting agent for the lipid
bilayers. The ratio of the characteristic translocation
times of the studied compounds is

t t t t
C DR C DR DR DR

60 60

00 0 0

− + − +

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

: : :

. . : . :1 1 1 : 6 5 1  3 3 1   18 1 3

It is clearly seen that both neutral (D) and charged
(D+) functional groups cross the membrane much
easier than the corresponding complexes with full-
erenes. Neutral DR has the translocation time, which
is three orders of magnitude smaller than the charged
DR+. Complexes with the fullerenes have so high
affinity to the hydrophobic membrane core that
they are likely to stay inside the membrane forever

on the physiological time scale (translocation times
are 108–1010 times larger than for DR). The proba-
bility of spontaneous escape from the membrane core
for C60-DR and C60-DR+ are so small, that the full-
erenes functionalized by single charged or polar group
cannot be viewed as conventional drug delivery vec-
tors, which simplify membrane penetration by water-
soluble compounds. They appear to be very efficient
membrane targeting agents instead, which accumu-
late in the membrane hydrocarbon region and pull
water soluble cargo into the membrane core.
It is necessary to note that accumulation of the

fullerenes in the membrane core may destabilize the
membrane and lead to formation of the pores or other
types of local defects. It was shown in experiments
with pristine fullerenes that such defects may allow
passage of water and redistribution of the lipids
between the leaflets of the membrane (Prylutska
et al. 2012). Investigation of such effects for our
monofunctionalized fullerene derivatives is beyond
the scope of this work because it requires study of
multiple aggregating fullerenes. Meanwhile, no sig-
nificant deformation of the membrane was observed
for single fullerene in our simulations.
Another interesting feature concerns the proton-

ation/deprotonation of the aminoderivative, which
can occur at the region of lipid head group. Indeed,
from an energetic point of view, the energy profiles
given in Figure 2 reveal that it would be favorable for
DR+ to deprotonate in order to cross the membrane.
This may occur at the entry of the first membrane
leaflet at the lipid head group region. The possibility
of such deprotonation event is governed by the rela-
tive position of pK Log Ka a= − ( ) with regard to pH.
Hence, a change of the environment of aminogroup
canmodify the equilibrium concentrations [DR+] and
[DR] in favor to either charged or neutral form. pKa of
the amino derivative DR+ is not known experimen-
tally. However, one can consider the monoethano-
lammmonium ion (HO(CH2)2NH3

+) as a reasonable
model for this cationic group. The monoethano-
lammmonium ion dissociation constant in water
has a defined experimentally pKa value of 9.50
(Hall 1957). This pKa value is large when compared
to pH = 7 and explains why only the charged HO
(CH2)2NH3

+ (and though DR+) should be consid-
ered outside the membrane. To the best of our
knowledge, there is also no experimental value of
pKa for the POPCmolecule. Since DR+ was observed
to display a large energy well at the lipid carbonyl
groups, we investigated the possibility of deprotona-
tion at this specific location only. As a first approx-
imation, we consider here that phosphocholine is a
good representation of the POPC head group. We use
here a predicted value of 6.18 for phosphocholine
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molecule (see supplementary material in
Kraszewski et al. 2011). The resulting pKa for such
chemical equilibrium is given by the difference of pKa

of monoethanolammmonium and phosphocholine,
namely 9.50–6.18 and hence equals to 3.32. It indi-
cates a substantial negative shift of the pKa between
aqueous solvent and the lipid head group region and
consequently that the DR form will dominate and
deprotonation will be favored in the lipid head groups
region. As a result, the amino derivative would have to
‘jump’ from the energy profile for DR+ to the profile
of DR during its translocation across the membrane
but the validation of such mechanism requires addi-
tional dedicated studies.
Finally, it is necessary to compare obtained PMFs

with those calculated previously using the Adaptative
Biasing Forces (ABF) approach (Kraszewski et al.
2011). Although the shapes of the corresponding
energy profiles for DR, DR+, C60-DR and C60-
DR+ look quite different in the present study and
in our previous work (Kraszewski et al. 2011), the
same qualitative results are obtained. Following the
results from both studies, C60 increases the mem-
brane affinity for single amino-derivative either in
their neutral or charged forms. The differences in
locations of the energy minima and their correspond-
ing depths are likely to appear due to the different
choices of the reference groups. Using ABF method
obtained energy profile was referred to the center of
mass of C60 while in the current umbrella sampling
simulations the energy profile applies to the center of
the whole C60-DR or C60-DR+. This leads to an
apparent systematic shift of the energy well position
associated with the length and conformation of the
functional group. An influence on the absolute values
of the free energies appears to be non-trivial and
rather hard to interpret. We can, however, speculate
that the flipping of C60-DR/C60-DR+ molecule
between ‘inward’ to ‘outward’ orientations modifies
the local values of free energy. Particularly, there is an
8 Kcal/mol energy barrier for C60-DR at the lipid-
water interface in ABF simulations, which is absent in
the umbrella sampling simulations. Another probable
reason for this discrepancy could be an undersam-
pling in our previous ABF simulations in the regions,
where diffusion coefficient changes significantly.
Thus the PMFs computed in the present study should
be considered as more precise and more reliable than
reported previously.

Conclusions

The potentials of means force for transmembrane
translocation of C60 fullerene functionalized by the
single amino-derivative in neutral and charged forms

were computed. It is shown that these complexes
exhibit strong affinity to the membrane core, which
makes their translocation through the membrane
impossible at practical time scale. Free amino deri-
vatives translocate through the membrane much eas-
ier than their complexes with fullerenes, which
suggests that monofunctionalized C60 cannot be
used as a drug delivery vector, which penetrates the
membranes spontaneously. However monofunctio-
nalized C60 could be extremely efficient membrane
targeting agents, which facilitate accumulation of
water-soluble compounds in the hydrophobic core
of lipid bilayer.
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